User guide for the Feeding Control Tool
Version 1.0

After optimizing your ration with the Ration Optimizer, NorFor offers the
Feeding Control tool. This tool will give you the possibility to keep track of
the feeding of your herd. By recording the feeding data, such as initial feed,
remains, and milk production, the actual parameters of your herd can be
calculated to compare with the parameters estimated before. This will allow
the precise feeding of your herd, improving the use of the farm resources.
Follow this guide to achieve the feeding control of your herd.

FEEDING RECORDING AND CONTROL
The precise tracking of the feeding will be done in 2 steps.
1. Feeding recording. In this step the recorded data of the feeding from the farm should be fill in by the user.
2. Feeding control. This step will calculate the actual parameters of your herd.
1. Feeding recording
1.1. Click the “Feed recording” tab in the left-side green Menu.

1.2. Define the animal categories to be evaluated by clicking the button “Feeding sections” inside the “Settings” box.
The window “Set up feeding sections” will pop-up.

1.3. Click the button “+” to create a new section (new animal category).

1.4. In the column “Animal Group included” select the option “Dairy cow”.

1.5. Click the button “+” for adding more groups (e.g. Heifers).

1.6. To customize the group “Long name” or “Abbreviation” click on the group textbox to fill in the new names.

1.7. Click “New” to create a feed recording document. The window “Create new feeding recording” will pop-up.

1.8. Fill in the “Start date” and “End date” when the recording of data of the farm took place. It can be a single day or
a period. Then click “OK”.

1.9. In the “Feed consumption” tab, add the used feedstuff in your farm by clicking the button “Add/remove” under
the “Feedstuff” box. The window “Select Feedstuff” will pop-up.

1.10. Select the Feedstuff by double clicking on it or using the right arrow. The selected feedstuff should appear in the
right box of the window. When finished selecting click “OK”.

*If a feed mixture was created in the Ration Optimizer section, it can be selected in the “Herd feedstuff” tab on this
window.

1.11. In the “Feed consumption” tab select the number of animals per section group.

1.12. Fill the column “Loaded” with the total amount of each feedstuff loaded in the mixer wagon or fed directly.

1.13. Deduct the “total loaded/fed” amount with the recorded feed remains, to get the consumed figure. This result
should be filled under the group of animals that is been calculated.

1.14. Select the “Milk Consumption” tab.

1.15. Fill in the amount of milk kept in the farm for different purposes (milk for weaners, self-consumption or discarded).

1.16. Click the “Observations” tab. In this tab notes about feed structure, appetite, body condition, and manure
consistency, within others, can be made.

1.17. Click the “Feed consumption” tab to go back. This will finish the “Feed recording” Step.

2. Feeding control
The feed recording is now complete. All the recorded values in the previous steps will be used for the “Feeding control”
tool. To complete the feeding control follow the steps below.
2.1.

Click the button “Create” under the “Feeding control” box. The window “Create feeding control” will pop-up.

2.2.

In the window “Create feeding control” rename the feeding control document to be created. The feeding control
period should coincide with the feeding recording period set up before (a single day or a period).

2.3.

Select the group of animals that has been recorded in the “Feed Recording” section. Then click “Ok”

2.4.

Click the “Feeding control” tab.

2.5.

In the “Milk production” section fill in the total amount of milk produced per day (liters/day), the fat and protein
percentage and the milk price (price/kg).

2.6.

The “Feed ration” section is automatically filled from the “Feed recording” data. In this section check if the prices
of each feedstuff under the “Cent/kg” column coincide with the actual purchased prices. If needed, click on the
textbox to change it.

2.7.

Click the button “Calculate” under the result box to get the results.

2.8.

Results are shown under the section “Ration Parameters”. Indicating the actual parameters, the minimum and
maximum limits. Red values show that the parameter is over or under the specified limits. Yellow parameters
indicate the value is in the maximum or minimum limit.

2.9.

To add or change ration parameters shown in the results click on the button “Add/remove” under the “Ration
parameters” box. The window “Set up ration parameters” will pop-up.

2.10. Use the arrows to add and remove ration parameters. All the desire parameters should be in the right-side box of
the window. When finished click “Ok”.

2.11. Click “Save” under the “feeding control” box to save the Feeding Control document.

2.12. To print the results click the button “Print” under the “Printouts” box. The window “Print” will pop-up.

2.13. Select the unit that the results should be printed and fill in comments under the “Comment” textbox if necessary.
Finally click “Ok”.

2.14. To see the preview of the print click “Preview” under the “Printout” box.

Congratulations!!!!
You have a valuable tool to evaluate feeding and productivity.

